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1. Introduction

“Over nearly the whole of the earth’s surface there is a soil” (Gilbert, 1877). Yet, why does a soil mantle occur so pervasively on a tectonically active planet, with variable topography, an active hydrological cycle, and oscillating climate conditions? Here on Earth gravity, assisted by water, is a pervasive force for causing loosened material mantling solid rock to travel downhill (Culling, 1963). Gilbert suggested that the general effect of vegetation is to retard erosion; and since the direct effect of rainfall is the acceleration of erosion, it results that its direct and indirect tendencies are in the opposite directions. Thus, it may be hypothesized that if land plants had not evolved, the common experience of soil-mantled uplands might be an exception on Earth rather than the rule.

While this hypothesis seems reasonable, testing it is not a trivial exercise. The face of the Earth is covered by life, and thus nature provides few lifeless landscape controls to which plant-mantled land surfaces can be directly compared. What controls the thickness of upland soils? What processes control their fertility? More fundamentally, do plant-soil interactions respond in ways that optimize conditions for plant-based ecosystems? About 80 years before Gilbert, James Hutton had deciphered an outline of the production and removal processes that help us evaluate the effect of plants on hillslope soils, and from these analyses arrive at a few tentative ways that hillslope soils and plants interact. While we can only begin to perceive the outlines of these processes and feedbacks; an additional motivation here is to articulate reasons why we may wish to develop new methods to clarify the nature of biotic/abiotic couplings on an increasingly human-dominated and -managed planet.

2. The dynamics of hillslope soils

Soil mantled hillslopes are the setting for vast areas of the Earth’s forests and grazing land. Of these landscapes, the gentle convex-up segments have received the most research attention and are considered here. The pace at which these landscapes evolve is ultimately dictated by local base-level changes, which are driven by tectonics on regional scales over geological time. A landscape typical of soil-mantled hillslopes is illustrated in Fig. 1A.
There are two scientific definitions of soil (see Yoo and Mudd, 2008). Here, we use the geomorphic definition, where soil is viewed as the mobile portion of the weathering profile, as a material that no longer retains the fabric of the parent rock or sediment. In many locations, this commonly restricts soil to the A horizon or biologically mixed portion of a soil profile. Pedologists and geochemists view soil as the vertical weathering profile—one that includes the mobile geomorphic soil, but also extends into highly chemically weathered material that may still contain remnants of rock or sediment structure (and which is certainly not mobile) (Jenny, 1941; Yoo and Mudd, 2008). The geomorphic definition used here is particularly relevant to plants, for this is the component of soil that is in direct physical and chemical interaction with plants and their roots and with the associated organisms (insects to mammals) that exist because of the plants.

Mobile soil thickness on slopes is the balance between production and erosion. Erosion is the divergence of soil flux, which is facilitated by mechanisms that move particles diffusively down slope (Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997; Roering et al., 1999; Heimsath et al., 2005). The soil removed is replaced by soil production—the physical disruption of the underlying bedrock or saprolite and its emplacement in the soil column. If soil thickness is time invariant, soil production can alternately be viewed as landscape denudation. The time-dependent mathematical formulation of this situation is (Dietrich et al., 1995)

$$\frac{dH}{dt} = \frac{P_s}{soil\ production} - \frac{E}{soil\ erosion}$$

where $H = soil\ thickness\ (L), t = time, P_s = soil\ production\ rate\ (conversion\ of\ rock/sediment\ to\ mobile\ soil)\ (L/T), \ and\ E = erosion\ rate\ (L/T)$. Soil production also includes atmospheric inputs of dust and salt (Owen et al., 2010), which are significant mainly in arid conditions. Soil production is not the same as soil formation. Soil production refers to the conversion of rock or saprolite into mobile soil. Soil formation is a far more complex set of processes that includes weathering advances through the mobile and immobile materials in the profile, transfers of organic matter and clay downward, physical and biological mixing.

The functions that describe the production and erosion of soils are becoming more widely understood after the advent of cosmogenic nuclide-based methods of determining soil production functions (Heimsath et al., 1997). Here, we illustrate two common forms of the functions: soil thickness-dependent production (Heimsath et al., 1997):

$$P_s = P_0 e^{-(aH)}$$

Fig. 1. (A) A view of an example of a gentle, soil-covered landscape with significant convex-up components characterized by hillslope ridges and noses. View to the NW in Tennessee Valley, Marin County, CA. Note that the focus of this paper is on the nature of the convex-up regions of the landscape, while the hollows and floodplains in the photograph are driven by somewhat differing processes. (B) A graphical illustration of the P term in Eq. 1, using the soil production function from Tennessee Valley, CA by Heimsath et al. (2005). A curvature of 0.01 m$^{-1}$ is used. The black circle represents the steady-state soil thickness. A change in soil thickness with time that thickens (blue line) or thins (red line) a soil from steady state (resulting from a hypothetical perturbation) results in a respective decrease or increase in rates of soil production. The figure illustrates that soil thickness, in some landscapes, is the balance between two processes with negative feedbacks. Soil production vs. soil thickness is an overall negative feedback, as is (for soil thickness-dependent transport) soil thickness vs. diffusive soil loss.

Fig. 2. The changes in global NPP (Lieth, 1973; Sanderman et al., 2003) with climate (the MAP (mm)/MAT (K) ratio). The measured soil thicknesses for sites in Table 1 are plotted, but show no significant trend with NPP or climate but do seem to have a maximum thickness, one consistent with the maximum depths of tree throw discussed by Roering et al. (2010). The predicted soil thickness, a balance between SPR and denudation, calculated from Norton et al. (2014), are also illustrated and show a very good relationship to observed values.
where \( P_0 = \text{maximum soil production at a site (L/T)}, \alpha = \text{a constant (1/L)} \)

\[
E = \nabla \cdot \vec{q}_s \tag{3}
\]

where \( \nabla \cdot \) = vector differential operator, \( \vec{q}_s = \text{sediment flux (L}^3/\text{LT)} \). The values of the various parameters in the functions are site dependent and reflect the integrated effects of rock composition, climate, and vegetation. The nature of the laws that control production and transport has profound impacts on the stability of the hillslope soil system. For example, Gilbert (1877) speculated that soil production (Eq. 2) may, instead, be a humped function with soil thickness (i.e. maximum soil production rate occurs at some shallow soil thickness) (e.g., Cox, 1980):

\[
P_s = P_0 e^{(-bH)} (1 + cH) \tag{4}
\]

where \( b \) is a scaling factor for the decrease in soil production with depth. If \( c = 0 \), the model is equivalent to Eq. (2). If \( c / b > 1 \), the relationship is humped and \( P_s \) reaches a maximum at thickness \( (c - b) / bc \). Analyses of this situation (Carson and Kirkby, 1972; Dietrich et al., 1995; D’Odorico, 2000; Norton et al., 2014) show that such a law leads to an inherently unstable system at shallow soil thicknesses, with a bimodal landscape of soil and bare rock. If the soil thickness of the peak production value is small (i.e., less than say 10 cm) the two functions may seem quite similar overall, but for the important difference that exposed bedrock in the case of the humped production function is expected to shed particles much slower than when buried. Whether this proposed system instability exists extensively in nature is still widely debated (Heimsath et al., 2009), but observational evidence remains ambiguous as for which production functions may dominate at a particular location. An exponential relationship between soil thickness and production rate (Eq. 2), illustrated in Fig. 1B using model parameters is derived from

Fig. 3. Hillslope shapes and soil cover along a S-N rainfall gradient. (A) and (B) hillslope shape and soil cover at 100 mm MAP. (C) and (D) at 10 mm MAP, and (E) and (F) at 1 mm MAP. In (B), the soil is a thin (~30 cm—note the animal burrow in the middle of the photo) sandy soil over somewhat weathered granitic bedrock/saprolite. In (D), where vegetation is largely absent, an ~1 cm-thick layer of soil material overlies fresh bedrock. The apparent mechanism by which this rock is converted to soil is through chemical alteration of the uppermost rock fragments by rare rainfall combined with salt. (E) Shows a soil that reflects a mix of atmospherically derived sulfate and other salts and dust and bedrock fragments heaved into the profile by salt shrink/swell.
studies in Tennessee Valley, CA (Heimsath et al., 1997, 2005), which suggests system stability, and negative feedbacks to production such that soil thinning and thickening lead to acceleration (or deacceleration) of production to drive the system back to steady state values. Notably the increases in soil production rates ($P_s$) as soil thickness is perturbed from steady state are modest, and the rates of these processes are slow. The response shown in Fig. 1A to perturbation represents a built-in resilience of the hillslope soil system to perturbation: negative feedbacks that appear to drive the system back to local steady state (Fig. 1C).

3. Examining hillslope soil processes without plants

Our understanding of how geomorphic processes function on plant-covered hillslopes is considerable, but few comparative studies of vegetated vs. unvegetated hillslopes exist (see below for discussion). Our goal is to derive ways to examine the way the processes may operate in the absence of vegetation to underscore the additive effect of biota on the land surface evolution. Five different avenues are considered: (i) field studies of landscapes that climatically lie outside the range of plants, but that still have liquid water; (ii) the examination of large combined data sets from a broad range of climates and plant densities; (iii) inferences about pre-land–plant landscapes and geochemical processes; (iv) modeling; and (v) experiments. While likely not exhaustive, these five categories are discussed sequentially below, and are then used to arrive at preliminary perceptions of the cumulative effect of plants on hillslope soil systems.

3.1. Hyperarid landscapes

Plant productivity, and the ability of plants to exist, depend on liquid water. Areas where net primary productivity (NPP) drops below 100 g m$^{-2}$ y$^{-1}$ exist only where rainfall is negligible (Fig. 2). We focus on northern Chile, where rainfall and plant cover decline continuously with decreasing latitude while many other geological and geographic factors remain constant. Owen et al. (2010) observed the changes in the rate and mechanisms of hillslope processes that occurred along a climate gradient from semiarid to a plant-free hyperarid condition in northern Chile, and the changes observed appear to reveal some important clues to biotic vs. abiotic landscapes. Hillslopes with $\leq$ 100 mm mean annual precipitation (MAP) have typical biotic soil production mechanisms—root penetration, animal and insect burrowing—that convert saprolite to mobile soil material and have biotically mediated soil transport leading to erosion (Fig. 3A, B). The resulting soil mantle reflects the balance between these processes. With a decline in precipitation to $\leq$ 10 mm MAP (Fig. 3C, D), nearly all plants disappear (only rare succulents, surviving on fog moisture and with no appreciable root systems occur). Soil production appears to be due largely to the chemical breakdown of the exposed granitic bedrock surface, creating coarse loose, sand grains. Erosion appears to be largely the result of advective overland flow during infrequent rainfall events, reflected in the presence of sorted sand and gravel bands along slope contours. Soil is nearly absent, and erosion approximately matches maximum soil production rates. Finally, when both plants and rainfall essentially disappear ($\leq$ 1 mm MAP) (Fig. 3E, F), processes change further. Soil production is now the combined accumulation of atmospheric dust and sulfate salt, which additionally penetrates the bedrock and pries rock fragments into the soil mantle by shrink–swell mechanisms. Erosion is a combination of rare overland flow (indicated by the presence of Zebra stripes, a surface sorting of stones; Owen et al., 2013) and sulfate shrink–swell. Rates of erosion are slower than maximum production rates and a thin soil mantle persists. In summary, this climate transect clearly shows the ways in which production and erosion processes change as landscapes become plant-free and shows that, when plants disappear but occasional rainfall remains, hillslopes are nearly soil-free.

3.2. Data compilations

Since the advent of the use of cosmogenic nuclides to determine rates of soil production (Heimsath et al., 1997), a limited, but growing, number of studies have examined soil thickness and production rates in various settings (Table S1), with the goal of establishing local soil production functions (Table 1). A recent detailed compilation of these data was made by Stockmann et al. (2014). These studies now span an enormous range in rainfall and plant density. Here, we use these data to try to explore the interrelated role of climate—and plants—on soil thickness, soil production, and soil residence times.

We plot the data from these studies as a function of the ratio of the mean annual precipitation (mm) to the mean annual temperature ($K$), a ratio called the aridity index, a metric developed or modified by numerous people over the past century (see Quan et al., 2013, for a discussion). In the aridity index for a given MAP, the index declines (becomes more arid) with increasing MAT. While other meteorological calculations, like a detailed soil water balance, might be more physically informative, we lack monthly rainfall and temperature data for many of our sites, as well as information on other meteorological parameters. However, it is important to include precipitation and temperature in the evaluation of landscape processes, as they interactively control water availability and rates of physical processes.

3.2.1. Soil thickness

Hillslope soil thickness (Eq. 1) is the balance between soil production and erosion and is locally correlated with landscape curvature (Heimsath et al., 1997). Thickness does not appear to correlate to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>MAT (C)</th>
<th>MAP (mm)</th>
<th>Equation (m/My) (H = cm)</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yungay, Chile</td>
<td>Ch1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.96 × e$^(-0.000244H)$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Owen et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanaral, Chile</td>
<td>Ch2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.40 × e$^(-0.0470)$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>Owen et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Serena, Chile</td>
<td>Ch3</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33.00 × e$^{-0.0043H}$</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>Owen et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blasingame, CA</td>
<td>SN1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>40.39 × e$^{-0.0077H}$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>Dixon et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frog Hollow, AU</td>
<td>Au 1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>35.78 × e$^{-0.021H}$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Yoo et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunnock River, AU</td>
<td>Au 2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>65.92 × e$^{-0.020H}$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>Heimsath et al. (2001a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Reyes, CA</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>84.58 × e$^{-0.017H}$</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>Heimsath et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bretz Mill, CA</td>
<td>SN2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>43.71 × e$^{-0.0047H}$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Dixon et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Creek, CA</td>
<td>SN3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>77.45 × e$^{-0.0086H}$</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>Dixon et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Gabriels, CA</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>160.77 × e$^{-0.033H}$</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>Heimsath et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Summit, CA</td>
<td>SN4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>17.86 × e$^{-0.0014H}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Dixon et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Valley, CA</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>86.14 × e$^{-0.024H}$</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>Heimsath et al. (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin Camp, AU</td>
<td>AU 3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>45.53 × e$^{-0.020H}$</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>Heimsath et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coos Bay, OR</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>157.35 × e$^{-0.010H}$</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>Heimsath et al. (2001b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand, NZ1</td>
<td>NZ1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1815 × e$^{-0.058H}$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>Larsen et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand, NZ2</td>
<td>NZ2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3199 × e$^{-0.055H}$</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>Larsen et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increases in NPP on regional scales (Fig. 2). However, no measured thickness exceeds 150 cm, and most are <100 cm. This depth was suggested by Dietrich et al. (1995); Roering et al. (1999) to be the maximum soil thickness in forested landscapes affected by tree throw, and the effect of tree throw on soil horizon depth and spatial variability is being explored through various modeling approaches (Finke et al., 2013). Thus, while no data exist to suggest that average soil thickness responds to changes in NPP, the maximum thickness that soils attain on hillslopes may be plant regulated.

3.2.2. Soil production

For each soil production study in Table 1, we derived an exponential soil production function, calculated the maximum rate of production at zero soil thickness: \( P_0 \) in Eq. 2, and plotted this in Fig. 4A. While for simplicity we use an exponential model, we are agnostic about the nature of the soil production function at shallow thicknesses, and we discuss this further below. The data indicate a strong relationship of maximum soil production rate with aridity index, and soil production appears to be unrelated to regional rates of tectonic uplift (Table S1). For comparison, Norton et al. (2014) recently developed a model of soil production by assuming that the soil production rate is controlled by an Arrhenius formula:

\[
SPR_{\text{max}} = aoPe^{\frac{Ea}{RT}}
\]

where \( SPR_{\text{max}} = \) maximum soil production \( (L/t) \), \( ao = \) a factor to scale precipitation \( (P) \) rate \( (L/t) \) to soil production function, \( Ea = \) activation energy for silicate weathering \( (kJ\ mol^{-1}) \), \( R = \) the gas constant, \( T = \) MAT \( (K) \) and \( T_0 = \) a reference temperature \( (278 K) \). Eq. 5 derives from studies of chemical weathering and suggests that the maximum rate of production is largely controlled by chemical alteration that liberates particles. In Fig. 4A, we plot the calculated \( SPR_{\text{max}} \) value for the sites with CRN determined production rates. The trend reveals that \( SPR_{\text{max}} \) values are generally similar to measured \( P_0 \) as a function of the aridity index. The \( SPR_{\text{max}} \) is dependent on \( T \) and precipitation, so the correlation with the aridity index is expected. The fact that \( P_0 \) shows strong climate relations is a relatively new finding, one that differs from the earlier analyses that suggested very weak climate effects on watershed erosion rates (von Blanckenburg, 2006). But here we focused on the potential maximum production rate, not on the actual soil production rate, which may be adjusted through soil depth to match the incision rate at channels bordering the hillslope. The lack of correlation with uplift in our data appears to be due in part to sites having not adjusted to uplift that drives stream incision and thus the boundary condition of hillslope and soil co-evolution. In Chile for example, the climate is so dry that stream incision simply cannot keep up with regional uplift (Amundson et al., 2012).

Norton et al. (2014) also derived a steady state soil thickness model that reflects the balance between soil production and denudation (which for steady state soils is equivalent to \( P_t \) (Eq. 2)). Using the \( P_0 \) values for sites in Fig. 4A and Norton et al.’s (2014) Eq. 11, we calculated the predicted soil thicknesses for the sites (Fig. 2). There is a very consistent relation between the predicted values and the range of values found in any site, showing the interplay between physical and chemical processes on controlling soil thicknesses.

The correlation of \( P_0 \) to climate mirrors the response of NPP to climate (at least for the less humid end members) (Fig. 4B) and raises a question of what role plants play in the observed soil production patterns. For example, biotic effects must be inherently embedded into chemical weathering functions such as Eq. (5), as studies have shown that the rates of weathering in unvegetated watersheds are 3 to 5 times slower than watersheds with plants (Moulton et al., 2000; Berner et al., 2003). How can one develop comparative vegetation mantled and vegetation-free sites for soil production rate comparisons? Within many soil-mantled landscapes are rock outcrops of various types; and a growing number of studies, compiled by Portenga and Bierman (2011), have examined outcrop erosion rates across a broad climate spectrum. Portenga and Bierman (2011) found that rates of
vegetated basin erosion based on stream sediment samples were greater than the outcrops: 218 m My$^{-1}$ versus 12 m My$^{-1}$. We consider these outcrop rates to approximate plant-free controls (though local variations in rock composition may also contribute to their emergence), which we can then use to compare to soil production rates on the plant-covered soils (Fig. 4C). Although the data are quite variable, outcrop erosion rates are roughly 0.5 to 1 order of magnitude slower than plant-covered landscape denudation (Portenga and Bierman, 2011; Hahm et al., 2014). The ability of plant-covered land surfaces to experience higher rates of denudation is not unanticipated and reflects combined physical (root penetration, tree throw) and chemical (increased soil CO$_2$, organic acids and chelates) weathering enhancements by the vegetation (Hahm et al., 2014). Erosion rates with no soil mantle are consistently lower than mantled landscapes which not only implicate the importance of plants, but also suggest that a humped soil production function, with a critical soil thickness, may be more descriptive of many landscapes. The peak may be very close to zero thickness. Identifying the critical thickness in bi-modal landscapes and determining why other landscapes lack a clear bi-modal exposure of soil vs. no soil are clearly areas for more research.

3.2.3. Soil residence time and fertility

One of the paradigms of ecosystem ecology that has emerged in the past 40 years is that the nutritional status, and potential productivity, of terrestrial ecosystems varies with soil age (Walker and Syers, 1976). Sediment and rock have little N, and N accumulates in soils from atmospheric deposition and secondarily from biological N$_2$ fixation, reaching steady state values in a given climate on the order of 10$^2$ to 10$^3$ y. Several compilations of soil fertility appear to exist, a period where neither N nor P deficiencies limit production (Vitousek et al., 1997). Studies that have demonstrated this relationship have been conducted on level and stable landscapes with minimal erosion, where soil age is equivalent to the elapsed time since the landform stabilized.

The age of hillslope soils can be equated with their residence or, more accurately, turnover times ($\tau$), the time required to replace the soil thickness by soil production:

$$\tau = H/P$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

assuming for simplicity that rock and soil bulk densities are equal. In reality, soil is less dense than rock and residence times will be lower (about two-thirds of the calculated values), but this simple comparison reveals some interesting relationships. Two intriguing questions that the data set allows us to address are (i) what is the range of residence times for hillslope soils, and (ii) how do these times compare to the rates of processes that drive ecosystem fertility? Fig. 5A illustrates the calculated hillslope soil residence times vs. effective precipitation. The residence times range between 1 and 100 Ky, and average ~10 Ky. We examined how these residence times compare to N and P availability as follows. Nitrogen cycling rates closely match those of C as both are bound in organic matter (Brenner et al., 2001). Several compilations show how soil C decomposition constants (which control the time to steady state) vary with temperature and precipitation. Using data from Amundson (2001) (see Trumbore et al., 1996 for discussion of different pool behaviors and temperature sensitivity), we calculated an approximate time to N steady state (Fig. 5A) as a function of MAP/MAT. To test whether the calculated relationship of hillslope N to residence time is valid, we used data collected by Yoo et al., 2005a, 2005b, and plotted soil C storage (which should mirror N storage) vs. soil residence time. The relation (Fig. 5B) shows that the total C storage responds to residence time in the manner predicted by time-dependent soil C models (Amundson, 2001). As a caveat, however, we also note that the C is also somewhat correlated with soil thickness (Fig. 5C), so that rates of soil removal may not be as critical as the total volume of soil available to accumulate C and N.

Phosphorus is bound in primary minerals. As a proxy for P-bearing mineral weathering, we here calculate the albite weathering front advance rate through soils, examining the loss of Na. While Na is not a plant–essential element, feldspars as a group also contain K and Ca, which are important nutrients, and thus reflect the chemical release and loss of rock-derived nutrients. Additionally, reported field-based weathering rates of the two minerals are similar: apatite $= 6.8 \times 10^{-14}$ mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (Buss et al., 2010) vs. albite $= 10^{-11}$ to $10^{-16}$ mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (White and Brantley, 2003). This approach also enables us to examine recently published data compilations of N weathering and removal in soils (Rasmussen et al., 2011), allowing us to test some of our assumptions. The weathering front advance rate of albite through soils was calculated using the expression (White et al., 2008; Maher, 2010):

$$\omega = \text{weathering advance rate (L/t)} = q_b/[M_{albite}/M_{total}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $q_b$ = fluid flux (m/yr), $M_{total}$ = total moles of mineral (2300 mol/m$^3$) (initial mass of albite content in protolith), and $M_{albite}$ = the mass of plagioclase dissolved in a thermodynamically saturated volume of pore water (mol/m$^3$), using an lnK (albite) = $AG^G_{K}/RT$ (White et al., 2008). We assumed (see White et al. (2008)) that one fifth of total precipitation becomes fluid flux. In Fig. 5A, the time for the front to pass through a 50-cm-thick soil layer is illustrated.

To test our albite weathering front calculations, we turn to a compilation of studies of weathering of granitic terrains (Rasmussen et al., 2011). In this compilation, the fractional loss of Na (in albite) from the soil surface (upper 10 cm) and cosogenically derived denudation rates ($D$) were reported for numerous watersheds. If our calculations of weathering advance rates ($\omega$) are correct, there should be a relationship between the fractional loss of Na and the ratio of weathering front advance/denudation rates. Ideally, when the ratio is ~1, the pace of denudation exceeds chemical weathering, and soils should retain Na (while the reverse should be true for ratios $>1$). This hypothesis assumes no biotic soil mixing, which will counteract the effect of weathering, although even in highly bioturbated soils weathering fronts are observable (White et al., 2008). Fig. 5D shows Na losses vs. $\omega$/$D$, and Fig. 5E illustrates some interesting relationships. Two intriguing questions that the data set allows us to address are (i) what is the range of residence times for hillslope soils, and (ii) how do these times compare to the rates of processes that drive ecosystem fertility? Fig. 5A illustrates the calculated hillslope soil residence times vs. effective precipitation. The residence times range between 1 and 100 Ky, and average ~10 Ky. We examined how these residence times compare to N and P availability as follows. Nitrogen cycling rates closely match those of C as both are bound in organic matter (Brenner et al., 2001). Several compilations show how soil C decomposition constants (which control the time to steady state) vary with temperature and precipitation. Using data from Amundson (2001) (see Trumbore et al., 1996 for discussion of different pool behaviors and temperature sensitivity), we calculated an approximate time to N steady state (Fig. 5A) as a function of MAP/MAT. To test whether the calculated relationship of hillslope N to residence time is valid, we used data collected by Yoo et al., 2005a, 2005b, and plotted soil C storage (which should mirror N storage) vs. soil residence time. The relation (Fig. 5B) shows that the total C storage responds to residence time in the manner predicted by time-dependent soil C models (Amundson, 2001). As a caveat, however, we also note that the C is also somewhat correlated with soil thickness (Fig. 5C), so that rates of soil removal may not be as critical as the total volume of soil available to accumulate C and N.
the results generally conform to our hypotheses. Only sites in warm and moist environments (with rapid chemical weathering rates and high $\omega/D$ values) have lost all or nearly all Na at the soil surface. This supports our calculations shown in Fig. 5A and illustrates how upland landscapes may be, as Hutton proposed, indefinitely fertile because of the continuous soil replenishment of relatively fresh bedrock by erosion.

The ratio $\omega/D$ is somewhat related to the definition of the chemical depletion fraction ($CDF$) (Riebe et al., 2004):

$$CDF = 1 - \frac{C_{i,p}}{C_{i,x}} = \frac{W}{D}$$

where $C_{i,p}$ and $C_{i,x}$ = immobile element concentration (e.g. Zr, Ti) in parent material and soil, respectively; $W = \text{chemical weathering flux and } D = \text{total denudation flux};$ $CDF$ is the negative of $\frac{W}{D}$ as this trend in $\omega/D$ suggests that the fractional loss of an element at the soil surface horizon should decline with increasing $D$. We also calculated the fractional loss of Na in the upper 50 cm (or whole soil if $D < 50$ cm) and the soil residence time (for the entire reported soil thickness divided by cosmogenically derived denudation rates) using the data from Rasmussen et al. (2011); Larsen et al. (2014) (Fig. 5E). The plot shows that fractional loss appears dependent on residence time (and hence $D$), with total loss of Na at residence times exceeding 10^3 y. Sites that exceed this residence time and that are stripped of nutrients are the warm, wet, and relatively slowly uplifting regions in Puerto Rico or the SE USA (Davis Run, Panola, Luquillo). In Fig. 5A, we include the Na fractional loss values of the sites in Fig. 5E vs. the aridity index, again showing how the high $\omega/D$ sites fall outside the zone of fertility. Porder et al. (2005a, 2005b, 2007) found that foliar N and P are lowest on the stable edges of volcanic escarpments in Hawaii (with very long residence times), while actively eroding escarpments have much higher nutrient contents. Additionally, Porder et al. (2007) examined the relationship between soil residence time and the kinetics of P weathering and immobilization, providing estimates of conditions (soil thickness vs. erosion rate) that may lead to P limitations, particularly under low erosion rates.

The apparent relations in Fig. 5D, E are important in that it shows that locally a perturbation that increases erosion ($D$), decreases soil thickness and will, in turn, decrease the nutrient leaching in the soil relative to the parent material. This implies that potential feedbacks may occur between plants and physical processes in terms of maintaining adequate soil fertility. Do thickening soils on eroding hillslopes with longer residence times become nutrient limited such that plant productivity declines, leading to thinning soils and associated increases in soil production? NPP data for soils with relatively short residence times (e.g. thin soils in Fig. 5C) show that NPP responds to soil thickness. Possibly a minimum soil thickness exists where soils become too thin to hold root mass, thus limiting NPP. At the other extreme, as soil residence times continue to increase, they cross a transition to soils on stable landforms, where numerous studies reveal nutrient limitations. But are there eroding hillslopes where residence times are long enough that P limitations become a potential limit to plant growth? These uncertainties point toward opportunities for combined geomorphic, biogeochemical, and ecological studies of hillslope soils (e.g. soil production rates/soil nutrient contents/NPP) that may illuminate biotic–abiotic feedbacks that may greatly enhance present models (see Buendia et al., 2014).

3.3. Pre-plant Earth

Primitive land plants (e.g. lichens, mosses) are suspected of having evolved and spread in the late Precambrian (Kennedy et al., 2006), while vascular land plants evolved in the Silurian (Corenblit and Steiger, 2009). Corenblit and Steiger (2009) reviewed the physical and chemical impacts that land plants have on geomorphic processes and also considered the evolutionary feedbacks between abiotic conditions and resulting plant biology (and their engineering capabilities). Recently, two separate approaches to evaluating the chemical, mineralogical, and biotic changes have been published that shed light on Precambrian soils and possible changes in the hillslope soil mantle following the evolution of soil stabilizing organisms. Kennedy et al. (2006) compiled a multiproxy chemical and mineralogical record for the past 2 By. The authors suggested enhanced terrestrial cover of moss, lichens, etc. developed by ~700 Ma. At the time that these organisms are believed to have emerged, a corresponding increase in $^{26}Sr$ in marine carbonates is interpreted as reflecting increased rates of chemical weathering on land. An apparent increase in expandable clays (e.g. smectites, vermiculite) in the sedimentary record is interpreted in the record to suggest that colonization of land surfaces stabilized the soil cover, increased chemical weathering (drawing down CO2), created expandable clay (a common soil mineral) that bound with organic matter and was buried—ultimately driving a rise in atmospheric O2. In a subsequent paper, Knauth and Kennedy (2009) examined the C isotope record of various carbonate sedimentary rock assemblages, argued that a strong biological (plant) signal in late Precambrian carbonates is associated with waters that passed through terrestrial landscapes, and concluded that soil processes had commenced and were forming clays and altering the C and O cycles. Both these papers, which include pre- and post-land stabilization evidence, indicated profound changes in properties associated with soils, and suggested that while soils were likely present in some form throughout the Precambrian, they underwent a fundamental change coincident with the evolution of plants and/or related organisms.

3.4. Process modeling

Marston (2010), in a recent review, pointed out that modeling of combined biotic (especially plants) and geomorphic processes, and their feedbacks, is a poorly developed field—but one of emerging interest. In recent years, some mechanistic animal–soil feedback models have been developed, which serve as guides for future vegetation-centric models. For example, Yoo et al. (2005a, b), built on Roering et al.’s (1999) model of nonlinear sediment transport resulting from the effects of tree throw in generating sediment. Yoo et al. (2005a, 2005b) devised a feedback model between gopher density, soil thickness, and sediment transport. The authors evaluated the impact and response time of gopher dominated hillslope to climate change and subsequent changes in gopher populations and sediment movement. More generally, they found that gopher-mediated landscapes have more homogeneous erosion rates, suggesting that biotic (gophers) landscapes maintain topographic relief over time. More recent process–based research has focused on the role of gophers in creating “Mima mounds” and vernal pools in California grassland (Reed and Amundson, 2012; Gabet et al., 2014).

The modeling of bare vs. vegetated landscapes is less advanced than the impact of burrowing animals on hillslope soils. Collins et al. (2004) developed a Channel-Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development (CHILD) model to create a feedback between erosion and plant cover (soil cover was not evaluated). For the bare vs vegetated experiments, the authors found that the vegetated landscapes had greater relief—as suggested by Yoo et al. (2005a, 2005b) for gopher-dominated landscapes. Roering (2008) proposed that tree root growth and throw introduced a depth-dependency in soil flux processes that linked soil thickness, flux and hillslope curvature. Furbish et al. (2009) showed theoretically that the normal to the surface lofting of particles by biological activity leads to diffusive-like soil transport, and to a depth dependency in the flux rate. Gabet and Mudd (2010) developed a numerical model of soil production, erosion, and thickness to explore the effect of tree growth and throw on hillslope soil processes for the Pacific Northwest. As part of their exercise, they conducted scenarios where trees were removed from the experiments, and the results led them to suggest that ‘prior to trees, bedrock erosion rates, largely driven by chemical
weathering processes and small-scale physical disturbances, may have been unable to keep pace with transport rates, leaving slopes glazed by only a thin cover of weathered material. Martin et al. (2013) derived effective diffusion coefficients for slope dependent transport driven by periodic tree throw, as influenced by stand replacing forest fires. Hoffman and Anderson (2014) employed discrete element modeling to show that the cycle of tree root growth and decay can be an effective transport agent of soil. Pawlik (2013) offers an extensive review of the influence of trees on hillslope geomorphic processes.

Numerous opportunities exist to more mechanistically include the role of plants (and climate) in hillslope soil models. First, the soil production function appears to be both climate and plant driven. Second, the nutrient state of soil is impacted by the soil residence time, which should in turn impact plant productivity. Does site specific variation in soil thickness (and thus residence time) cause variations in plant cover as that proposed in the case of animals (e.g. Yoo et al., 2005a, 2005b) Can plant cover be quantitatively linked to the effective friction coefficient or similar parameter that expresses its ability to resist particle movement? The growing sparse list of modeling studies listed here illustrates the numerous opportunities that exist in this area.

3.5. Experiments

One obvious way to create plant-free controls is to remove vegetation, and a considerable history of experimental removal of plants to examine changes in erosion rates exists. However, the largest plant removal experiment that has been replicated millions of times is cultivation, and the effects of cultivation practices on accelerated erosion is a very well studied issue, with several compilations (Wilkinson and McElroy, 2007; Montgomery, 2007). When cultivation leaves soil bare or partially bare for significant periods of time, it shifts its occurrence in soil erosion mechanisms from slow, biotically driven particle movement to rapid advective losses by running water. Using the compilation of soil erosion rates by Montgomery (2007), we compared soil production rates to “plant-free” erosion rates as a function of effective precipitation (Fig. 6). This comparison clearly shows that hillslopes devoid of plants would rapidly lose their soil mantle—a mantle derived under biotic conditions—with centuries to millennia (Montgomery, 2007). Many of the agricultural erosion rates are from landscapes underlain by loess, till, or other relatively erodible materials—areas where we lack natural soil production rate data.

Nonetheless, the effects of farming offer our clearest suggestion that largely soil-free hillslopes would dominate a plant-free planet.

4. Conclusions

Determining, on our green planet, what hillslopes might be like in a plant-free world is akin to seeing through a glass, darkly. The extreme range of climate, the ancient geological record, and large human disturbances provide sometimes fleeting glimpses of how profoundly plants impact the physical evolution of the planet. The goal of a growing number of geomorphologists and soil scientists is to begin to qualitatively and quantitatively understand the additive effect of vegetation on the physical processes that shape the earth’s surface. Some provisional conclusions we arrive at are as follows:

- If water is available, a world without plants would likely have little or no soil on hillslopes.
- Plants may control maximum soil thickness.
- Soil production rates may exceed outcrop erosion rates by ~1 order of magnitude.
- Soil residence times are remarkably constrained within a broad window of nutrient sufficiency/optimization, yet environments with high weathering rates and low denudation rates may suffer from a deficiency of rock-derived elements.
- For sites from a wide range of climates, the degree of elemental loss apparently declines with decreasing soil residence time (and increasing denudation rate). This suggests that local feedbacks are possible between plants—nutrients—soil thickness.
- Modeling and paleochemical studies suggest that evolution of plants changed the earth’s soil mantle, in turn changing the atmospheric chemistry and animal evolution. Another possibility, on long time scales, is that geomorphic conditions have impacted plant evolution.

Many existing hillslope models—which implicitly contain the effect of plants or plant processes—contain negative feedbacks between soil thickness and rates of production or erosion. This implies a degree of resilience of hillslope soil systems to natural perturbations—one greatly exceeded by direct human intervention. Bedrock landscapes, free of a continuous soil mantle, exist, and although this directly implies erosion prevents soil buildup, whether the emergence of such landscapes reflects a threshold condition in the soil production function or simply records where erosion chronically exceeds soil production rate remains unclear. The challenge now is how to explicitly and quantitatively account for the role of biota in the production of soil from bedrock and its transport downslope. This is needed to explore the co-evolution of the soil mantle and life and to explore landscape evolution and the influence of climate. As with the effects of warming on soil carbon, anthropogenic impacts may affect processes that operate on geological time scales, and measurable responses or impacts may be felt largely by future generations. Being able to parameterize the geomorphic role of plants on physical processes and to predict when and how the resulting impacts will be felt, is not only a scientific challenge, but arguably an ethical obligation to future generations.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2014.12.031.
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